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A paradoxical situation

➢ 51.2% of the Tunisian population are women.

➢ 68% have a university degree.

➢ Unemployment affects 44% of women graduates against

22% of men.

➢ The unemployment is 22%, compared to 13% for men.

➢ Only 17% benefited from jobs created after the revolution.
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A paradoxical situation

➢ 20% of women entrepreneur in the total number of

enterprise of type moral person.

➢ 23% of women entrepreneur of the total of the enterprise of

type physical person.

➢

The majority of women work in the informal economy, 

mainly in crafts and agriculture (OIT, 2016)
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A paradoxical situation

➢ 2/47 women are a president of a sport federation.

➢ 2/12 women elected in the CNOT.

➢ 4/24 women are a regional commissioner of sports.

➢ Inequality between the proportion W/M in the all sports 

disciplines.

➢ Whatever the connotation of the disciplines, women are 

underrepresented.

50% of the medals are won by women  



In Tunisia, the power is held by men!!

These gaps between W/M do not make it possible

to fully exploit the potential of women and to

achieve social and economic balance.



➢ How can they get around these obstacles ?

➢ Can we identify a specific direction style for the woman

in power position, favoring their professional ascension?
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Objective

Identify the women's career in power position, the

encountered difficulties , their specific direction

style, and the solutions proposed to facilitate their

career advancement.



Management

 "The pilotage of the organization through a set of policies

and resources available, consistent between them, and

converge towards the realization of the strategic project"

(Evrard, 1993).

Leadership

 "A process by which an individual influences a group of

individuals to achieve an organizational goal"

(Northouse, 2009)



Manager
 the manager "doing things right" according to a pre-

established approach and precise structuring ;

 the manager focuses on the present in a step-by-step process

(Management by Objectives).

Leader

 the leader "doing good things" by promoting creativity and

positive collaboration;

 The leader is looking to the future as an entrepreneur.





Gender / Social Construction

 In education, masculinity is something learned and

imposed on boys so that they are different from girls

and become in the dominant position.

 This refers directly to the feminine weakness.



Women in power decision are against the social 

role assigned to it : “gender incongruity”

(Eagly, 1987).



Gender/Management 

 stereotypes have an influence on women in power position :

➢ if she adopts the management style, she is perceived

negatively ;

➢ if she adopts the leadership style, she is perceived

negatively too.



Management has been considered by some authors as

representing a strong masculinity (Blumen, 1992)

« Think manager, Think male » 

(Schein, 1973)
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 The incompatibility of women with the exercise

of Management and Leadership.

 Stereotypes are real obstacles for their

professional ascent “The phenomenon of glass

ceiling”.



Man and Transactionel Management

 A management style based on a strong hierarchy, with clear

responsibility and sanction in case the objective is not

achieved.

 the manager focuses to improve performance.



Woman and Transformational Leadership

 Mutual exchange, whose leader is a "collaborator".

 A collective work and a shared values.

 The leader is a source of inspiration, charisma and creativity



For a Similar Direction Style

 The direction style is independent of the gender (Bartol

and Martin, 1998).

 This style is based on an analysis of the situation, and

not on gender attitudes (Kanter, 1993).

It is the context of the environment that influences the 

style adopted.



➢ How do you become a Manager or Leader

in decision-making when you are a woman?

➢ How to ensure the professional ascent

against social stereotypes ?



Research Methodology

 A qualitative study based on semi-directive interviews.

 These interviews are formulated about 4 axis :

➢ Axis 1 : Profile, Path and Professional Ascension;

➢ Axis 2 : Difficulties Encountered, Obstacles related to

Social Codes; Social experience and Motivation;

➢ Axis3 : direction Style; Differences or similarities

between their style and that of men;

➢ Axis 4 : Solutions to overcome these Obstacles.
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AXIS 1

 12/13 of the women interviewed confirm that there is a

slow recognition of their competence :

(Tu)"You have to prove yourself, much more than a man"

(Bu)"I worked a lot, I spent nights there"

After 12 years, I feel a recognition, finally!

 The British woman has a long career because there is

too much training :

(Br)"Long because of successive formations"



AXIS 1

 The idea of obstacle is present for all:

"A course with moments of pain“

 For all women, child management remains a challenge

for career :

(Tu)"I waited for my children to be older to think of me“

(Bu) "The education of my children was so heavy and I almost 

refused the job" 

(Br)"A lot of sacrifices in terms of free time, help at home"



▪ With equal skills, women develop more effort and time

than men to access for the power position .

▪ The reconciliation of private life and professional career

is often an obstacle to women's professional

advancement.
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AXIS 2

 For 12/13, the comments often relate to gender

stereotypes :

(Tu)"As a woman I must always do more to be listened and to be 

respected" 

(Tu)"The decision are for men because they think they are stronger 

than us " 

(Bu)"At home, the woman must speak little and not aloud" 

(Bu°"What me!?, Why me!? ... mum crazy people want me to 

become a member of the football federation!? "



AX 2

 All women relate their education, parents encouragement,

and the experience of childhood :

(Tu)"In my family, women work and assume" 

(Tu)"I was the free little girl supported by her family and who loves 

to communicate and expose herself“

(Bu) "I lived without my father who was in prison. I received a 

letter from him asking me to help my mother for the education of 

my brothers and sisters "



 Despite social stereotypes, Tunisian women are competent

and think they are up to the job. These women hold their

motivation from their close family. however, elected women

recommend the support of a man in power to resist (political

factor)

 The Burundian woman, despite the support of her parents,

she thinks she does not deserve the position of power as a

woman and it is the man who must be the manager.

 for the British woman, the professional career does not

depend on the genre, but on the competence.



AX IS 3

 The inter-help, the concept of team, the collaboration, the

participation are the words used by 12/13 of the women

interviewed (Transformational style):

(Tu)"I opt for group work and mutual support for a better 

result"

(Tu) "I listen to opinions, ideas to make my decisions"

 For the British woman, the management style is

Transactional (MAN):

"Manager, oriented towards  realization strategies"



AXIS 3 

 These majority women leaders, think they are very well

perceived by men to hold on in case of difficulties :

"A woman decrypts the discomfort well, hold on and knows 

how to pull the right strings to motivate" (Seve, 2012)

 For the British woman, W/M relations are based on equality

and probity :

"Nothing special to report, a relationship based on realism "



 Except the British woman, the others hesitate to position

themselves competent like men .

 None of the women interviewed answered in a clear manner

for her leadership style, except for the British woman.

However, they evoke what is widely described in the

literature :

The feminine management is eminently relational!



AXIS 4 

 “To assert oneself, to dare, to resist, to trust in oneself, to

have the will”, are the words of the women interviewed.

 These women also expect and hope for the support and

solidarity of their women’s colleagues.

 Improve their competences, encourage women’s specific

training and promote political actions to achieve the socio-

economic equity between women and men.

 Promote women success stories via media.



Conclusion 

 women were not explicit in terms of women's leadership

style. 12/13 women (Tunisian and Burundian) promote

collaboration in their style, but the British women identifies

herself as manager.

 Only, their leadership style is characterized by:

➢ a long and complicated path

➢ effect of education lived on their motivation for 

professional advancement

➢ conciliate private life/professional career. 

➢ Participatory leadership style . 

➢ mutual support of other women



Discussion

 Women in power position are more flexible and

interactive than men, who are too direct, adopting the

hierarchical management style.

 the leadership style based on human relations, promotes

the development of staff, creativity, and a future full of

opportunities.



 The investment on oneself gives women the opportunity

and facilitate their professional ascension.

 these women must support each other to overcome the

social obstacles.



Thank you for your attention
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